Steady compressible supersonic planar flow of a viscous heat-conducting fluid is examined under linearization about freestream conditions. Although the results are derived here for a large-Prandtl-number fluid, Wu has shown that the conclusions hold for an order-unity-Prandtl-number fluid in the limits of large and small Reynolds numbers. First the compressible correction to the fundamental solution for flow past a singular flat plate (a point source of momentum directed antiparallel to the uniform freestreaming) is examined. Results valid near the point source are obtained by contour integration. Then these results are superposed to form an integral equation describing linearized slip flow past a finite flat plate at zero angle of attack. The large-slip limit for a short plate is characterized as a regular perturbation limit while the small-slip limit has singular-perturbation characteristics. For a long flat plate the integral equation can be approximated as Poisson type and is easily solved; for a short flat plate the integral equation can be approximated as a Carleman equation of the second kind and is less readily solved. However, an approximate solution for the shear near the leading edge of a short flat plate with small slip is given through the Wiener-Hopf technique. The integral equation describing thermal slip at a finite flat plate is seen to be like that describing velocity slip.
Abstract. Steady compressible supersonic planar flow of a viscous heat-conducting fluid is examined under linearization about freestream conditions. Although the results are derived here for a large-Prandtl-number fluid, Wu has shown that the conclusions hold for an order-unity-Prandtl-number fluid in the limits of large and small Reynolds numbers. First the compressible correction to the fundamental solution for flow past a singular flat plate (a point source of momentum directed antiparallel to the uniform freestreaming) is examined. Results valid near the point source are obtained by contour integration. Then these results are superposed to form an integral equation describing linearized slip flow past a finite flat plate at zero angle of attack. The large-slip limit for a short plate is characterized as a regular perturbation limit while the small-slip limit has singular-perturbation characteristics. For a long flat plate the integral equation can be approximated as Poisson type and is easily solved; for a short flat plate the integral equation can be approximated as a Carleman equation of the second kind and is less readily solved. However, an approximate solution for the shear near the leading edge of a short flat plate with small slip is given through the Wiener-Hopf technique. The integral equation describing thermal slip at a finite flat plate is seen to be like that describing velocity slip.
1. Introduction. Steady planar supersonic flow is here examined for Reynolds numbers so low that there is no preferred direction for diffusion. The continuum model is postulated to be valid for such conditions. However, such conditions are too rarefied for adequate treatment by conventional merged-layer asymptotic analysis and a different attack is required. For tractability the viscous compressible flow equations, linearized about freestream conditions in the manner of Oseen [1] , are taken to be uniformly valid.
Except near stagnation points, anticipated slip in both temperature and tangential velocity at a solid boundary suggests small deviation from uniform freestream conditions [2] , The usual reason for sharp gradients near the body, the no-slip boundary conditions, is absent.
Much work has recently been done on linearized viscous incompressible flow past lifting source distributions acting at arbitrary angles to the freestreaming [3, and the references cited therein]. Here attention is confined to sources acting parallel or antiparallel to the freestreaming [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The emphasis on compressibility, slip, and finite body size is novel. Linearized results are suspect in the transonic range [4, p. 94] .
The solution for an individual source of mass, momentum, or energy in an unbounded *Received December 11, 1968 . Support of this work by TRW Systems under its Independent Research and Development Program and by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham, North Carolina) under contact DAHCO-67-C-0015 is gratefully acknowledged. [Vol. XXVIII, No. 1 expanse of fluid is here referred to as a fundamental solution [4] . In principle, because of the linearization, one can superpose fundamental solutions to constitute any arbitrary but small disturbance to the uniform freestream. Further, the fundamental solution itself may be expressed as the superposition of a solenoidal (transverse) wave and an irrotational (longitudinal) wave. The transverse wave is the same as in incompressible flow and concerns the transport of vorticity. There are no pressure, density, or temperature disturbances associated with this wave. Such disturbances are governed by the equations of viscous heat-conducting acoustics, which describe the longitudinal wave. A velocity potential and a force potential exist for the longitudinal wave, so that the dependent variables occurring in the equations for this wave may be expressed entirely in terms of scalar quantities. Still further decomposition of a fundamental solution is sometimes possible. For example, the irrotational part of the transverse wave may be isolated from the rotational part, or the compressible and incompressible contributions to the longitudinal wave may be separated.
A concise review of linearized theory as developed by Lagerstrom and others is given in Sees. 2 and 3. Explicit formulae for the contribution due to fluid compressibility for flow past a point source of momentum directed antiparallel to the freestream are given for the first time for the region near the source in Sec. 4. Characteristics of the integral equation formed by superposing point sources to simulate slip flow past a flat plate at zero angle of attack are discussed in Sec. 5. The integral equation is approximately solved for the following special cases: for a long plate by Laplace transform techniques (Sec. 6), a short plate with moderate slip by Picard iteration (Sec. 7), and for a short plate with slight slip by Wiener-Hopf techniques (Sec. 8). The extraction of previously derived no-slip results from the current solutions with slip is discussed in each case. Comparison is also made with other solutions for slip flow given for either linear or nonlinear models. While the results are explicitly derived for velocity slip in a large-Prandtl-number fluid, their validity for an order-unity-Prandtl-number fluid and their straightforward extension for describing thermal slip is indicated in Sec. 9.
2. Governing equations. Nondimensionalization of the dependent variables against their freestream values and the independent variables against a viscous length (p*/p*q%) yields in the conventional notation:
Here Pr and M are the freestream Prandtl and Mach numbers, respectively (c* const.). The symmetric tensor def q = Vq + (Vq)r where superscript T denotes transpose. X is the perturbational force per unit volume nondimensionalized against (p*2q*3/ix%) and Q, the perturbational heat source per volume-time nondimensionalized against (p%2Qi2c*Ti/fi*). The magnitude of the disturbance is of order e, where now 0 < e « 1. The coordinate a; is measured parallel to the freestreaming. There has been no need to specify the dependence of the transport properties on the thermodynamic state. The dissipation term has been omitted because quantities of 0[e2M2(y -1)] are taken as uniformly negligible. This approximation is responsible for the relative unimportance of momentum responses to thermal sources and of thermal responses to momentum sources in cases to be discussed below. Finally, the Stokes relation = -2/3 is adopted for explicitness; this relation holds for monatomic gases only and results may be readily derived for other values of if experimental data are available. One need just deal thenceforth with the continuity equation and momentum equations. Since Pr = 0(1) for gases, this approximation may seem incompatible with the retention of compressibility effects. The reconciliation has been given by Wu [6] and will be discussed below.
Here the fundamental solution for planar two-dimensional flow is sought for the so-called singular flat plate (a shear force of unit strength located at the origin in an unbounded expanse of fluid and acting on the fluid in the direction opposite to the freestreaming):
If the velocity perturbation for this point source is denoted -r(z, y) and the condensation perturbation -s(z, y), the solution for any distribution of forces Xz(x, y) acting in the same direction is q*(x, y) = JJ Tx(x -£, y -n)Xx(t, y) di dy, (3.3) Qy(x, y) = JJ r"(x -£, y -y)Xx(t, y) d£ dy, (3.4) s(x, y) = JJ S(x -£, y -y)Xx{%, rj) d£ dy. Previously the method of Laplace [11] has given an approximate expression for q4 for large y in both the supersonic and subsonic cases [4] , [6] . Here the contribution of q4 for small y is undertaken. . dy SL-«01/2 exp f_U (/32)1/2(/3 -bzr2)
The definition of (/32)172 is such that the real part of the argument of the exponents remains negative definite for all y. Thus, in the second term in the square brackets in Eq. Although explicit results will not be sought for M < 1, it is noted that (/3 -ai)I/2/(l3 -bi)1/2 has a positive real part everywhere on the real axis in subsonic flow. For a negative definite argument for the exponential function, one must define (/32)1/2 = |j8| = (3 (sgn (3) The following well-known Laplace transform will be useful below [12] , [13] :
By differentiation
Also required will be The compressible correction dies off less rapidly upstream than the incompressible portion for all finite Mach numbers exceeding unity, but the decay is still exponential. 5. Extension to a finite flat plate with slip. Superposition permits extension of the singular flat plate to a plate of finite length positioned at zero angle of attack to the freestream (say, of dimensional length 2a*, with midchord at the origin). If the boundary condition for slip is taken in the usual linear form [14] , [15] , then on the plate
where X, the dimensionless slip parameter, is [Kn (2 -a)/<r]. Here Kn is the Knudsen number (the ratio of the molecular mean free path to the typical diffusive length characterizing the flow) and <r is the Maxwell reflection coefficient for the plate surface. Since a -1 for a perfectly diffuse surface, and many surfaces behave nearly so, often X = Kn. The linear slip relation, once thought to hold for small slip only, now is commonly adopted for all magnitudes of slip. As X -> 0 (no slip), the inadequacy of the linearization becomes apparent because the small perturbation must cancel the freestreaming. Therefore, the linearization is formally extended to e = 1; such an approximation is inherent in all linearized studies of flows past bodies in which inertia terms must be retained (cf. Enskog's procedure for the Boltzmann equation according to Chapman and Cowling [16] ).
Since the two-dimensional force distribution
Xx(x, y) = g{x)H(Re -\x\ ) 8{y) (5.2)
for a plate lying on y = 0, \x\ < Re and since Vx(x, y) was given for a negative point source, the slip boundary condition may be rewritten as
his linear inhomogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with displacement kernel [17] was derived on the basis that the force associated with a flat plate at zero angle of attack is all due to the shear on the plate; the factor (1/2) arises because the force g{x) is the shear acting on both sides of the flat plate, top and bottom. The above integral equation was apparently first stated for incompressible slip flow by Laurmann [14] ; here the proper kernel rx(x, 0) for compressible supersonic slip flow has been explicitly given. The slip velocity along the plate is given directly by the right-hand side of the equation, -\g(x)/2. Finally, it is noted that one can associate a homogeneous integral equation with the inhomogeneous one by letting /Re / nRe
For X -> °° (perfect slip), g -■> 0; for X » 1 iteration will converge to the solution, as described below. This parametric limit has the features of a regular perturbation expansion. For the opposite limit X = 0 linearized theory is known to give a squareroot singularity for the shear; yet for any finite X, no matter how small, linearized theory should give a finite shear at the leading and trailing edges on physical grounds. For 0 < X « 1 one anticipates that g(x; X = 0) is substantially modified only for x ~ ±Re. Such boundary-layer behavior suggests that the limit X -> 0 is singular.
6. Approximate solution for a long flat plate with slip. From Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) qx vanishes exponentially rapidly for x <3C 0 for a source at the origin, but decays only as the inverse square-root of the distance from the source for x 2> 0. For a long flat plate lying on y = 0, 0 < x < Re where Re » 1 the kernel is approximated [4] -r^z, 0) = qx(x, 0) = h(x)-(6.1)
The error incurred by the inaccurate representation near x = 0 might seem indeterminate, but the results will reveal the nature of the approximation. Use of this kernel in Eq. This is the same result given by Mirels [18] and later by Bell [19] by treating the linearized partial differential equations governing compressible viscous flow past a semiinfinite flat plate in the boundary-layer approximation (retention of diffusion normal to the plate only). The kernel approximation is apparently equivalent to the boundarylayer approximation.
Asymptotic forms of (6.4) are (the small x result is of particularly dubious validity since changes over distances shorter than a mean free path are being .3)
The solution of Eq. (7.1) is known to be even in x so similar behavior is anticipated at the leading and trailing edges of the short plate. For X = 0 solution of (7.1) was given by Carleman [11] and others: The lowest-order result in Eq. (7.10) is invariant with Mach number and plate length and has been given by Laurmann [2] , The lowest-order in variance recalls the leading term in Eq. (6.5). A possible physical interpretation of the constant shear to [Vol. XXVIII, No. 1 lowest order is that no freestream molecule intersecting the flat plate has first undergone a collision with a molecule that has already collided with the plate. The full expression of (7.10) gives -g even about its maximum, which occurs at midchord (x = 0); the magnitude of the difference between maximum and minimum values of g is 2 In 2 |/3| p'2 Re. For Re < 1 [Eq. (7.9) holds only for Re < 1], decreasing the slip coefficient X increases the shear ( -g) and thus the drag CD • Numerical evaluation of Eq. (7.10) for Re = .2 with X = 1 or 5 is given in Fig. 4 for several Mach numbers. Since X = O(M), the M = 0 results are given merely for contrast. All cases plotted satisfy Eq. (7.9). Monte-Carlo simulation on a digital computer of colliding molecules in a supersonic rarefied gas flowing past a flat plate at zero angle of attack is being conducted at TRW Systems by G. Bird, G. Broadwell, and F. Vogenitz and will be reported in the near future. These calculations show the shear gradually increasing to a midchord peak before decreasing (like the shear distribution shown in Fig. 4) for cases of Maxwellian ("soft") molecules or plate lengths not very much greater than the mean free path. Furthermore, the calculations give the magnitude of the shear coefficient (-g) to be 0(10_1). Since the Monte Carlo calculations are probably on a firm basis and the present continuum model is not, the similarities may be fortuitous.
The criterion (7.8) is not fulfilled for small enough X for a fixed Re, and attention is now turned to this case. slip case just treated. Nevertheless, the singular small-slip limit retains some physical (as well as appreciable mathematical) interest. Because M = 0, a and /3 should be restricted to their M = 0 values in this section.
To solve Eq. (7.1) for X <5C 1, one may consider 0* rRe
where A, /3*, and X* are constants to be determined. Since Re « 1, the kernel may be expanded to give
where Q is another constant. Equations (7.1) and (8. beyond their domains of spatial validity in Fig. 8 . The increase of shear with z for small 2 when slip is included is noteworthy. The Monte Carlo simulation of Bird, Broadwell, and Vogenitz does give a rapid increase to a peak in the shear, then a gradual decrease along a long plate at hypersonic Mach number.
Because the current nonmonotonic-shear results hold in the opposite limit M -* 0 and are carried out for too short a plate for continuum theory to be demonstrably valid, the similarity may be fortuitous. Relevant experimental results for the leading-edge shear are not known to the author.
9. Extension to order-unity Prandtl number; thermal slip. Wu [6] has relaxed the condition Pr -> <» and has treated Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7) for planar two-dimensional flows for Pr = 3/47. For both large and small Reynolds numbers he found no cross-coupling exists to lowest order in the fundamental solutions for point sources of heat and momentum. That is, because dissipation is neglected in the energy equation, a momentum source leads to a velocity response but no thermal response, and a heat source leads to a thermal response but not velocity response. Thus, the results derived here for Pr -» 00 for Re 1 and Pv.e « 1 also hold for Pr = 3/4-y. These results imply that the formulation for thermal slip according to the MaxwellSmoluchowski formula leads to integral equations for Re » 1 and Re « 1 just like those posed for the velocity slip [6] . Specifically 
